ActiveControl
Bridge the digital divide with agile
and DevOps for SAP
Increase the pace of enterprise application delivery for faster,
safer business transformation.
Thanks to an ever-expanding digital economy, the pace of technological and
business change continues to increase. ActiveControl, part of our DevOps
Platform, consists of four modules that let you unlock value by transforming
the way you manage, enhance and understand your SAP systems. Shift to safe,
responsive, more agile development practices that don’t break production.
Achieve continuous delivery: daily SAP release cycles become a reality
Support digital transformation and the transition to S/4HANA
Gain a competitive edge by accelerating time to market
Increase quality, resilience and system stability to minimize business risk
Dramatically reduce operating costs

I look back and wonder how did we cope without ActiveControl? It saves time, it
saves money and it adds traceability.
James MacDonald, SAP Solutions Architect, RS Components

ActiveControl
key features
Automate more than 90% of
manual tasks, including build,
approval and deployment
Automatic transport sequencing
and dependency management
Backout changes to restore
systems and avoid downtime
Enforce code quality control and
automate unit testing
50+ built-in analyzers highlight
risks, impact and issues early
Out-of-the-box integration with
JIRA, ServiceNow, Remedy
and more
Automate conflict management
and merge in complex multisystem project environments
Central web dashboard gives
visibility to distributed teams
and enables collaboration
Full audit trail enables
straightforward regulatory
compliance

Release Automation

Enable agile and DevOps

A fast, agile and collaborative SAP
change management solution supporting
continuous delivery to speed up release
cycles. ActiveControl accelerates
application delivery by automating
workflow, approvals, sequencing,
deployments and audit.

Control and Quality
Enforce quality

Shift quality control and testing to the
early stages of the development life cycle
through fully automated and integrated
checks in the approval process. Identifies
risks, impact, issues and test failures to
speed up approvals, improve quality, and
reduce errors and rework.

Continuous Improvement

Measure. Benchmark. Improve.

DevAnalytics delivers deep insight into
the performance of SAP development
and change process. Key metrics expose
waste, inefficiency and bottlenecks,
supporting continuous improvement.

Multi-System Development
Accelerate release cycles

An optional module, DevMax allows you
to move towards smaller, more frequent
releases by automating the merge and
deployment of changes across parallel
environments, automatically identifying
and managing conflicts and accelerating
and simplifying cut overs.
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